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ESG @ Quantum 
 

 

Resource scarcity, social injustice, bribery and corruption – topical issues which do not only 

appear frequently in the media but were highly discussed during the World Economic Forum in 

January 2020 under the theme “Stakeholders for a Cohesive and Sustainable World”1. 

At Quantum Group we are aware of our responsibility to actively “engage all [our] […] 

stakeholders in shared and sustained value creation”2. Through our actions, we aim to implement 

the three dimensions of ESG, Environmental, Social and Governance, not only on the Quantum 

Group level, but also through active ownership in all our portfolio companies. This way we secure 

solid, lasting, and sustainable perspectives. 

Our goal is to lead by example and encourage other companies to follow. We address the 

different interests of our stakeholders, take ESG factors into account when it comes to risk 

management and create sustainable value at every portfolio company by integrating essential 

parts of ESG. Furthermore, we strive to create a pleasant corporate culture which supports and 

guarantees a constructive and positive working environment.  

In conclusion, our Group ESG policy shall guide us and function as a “North Star” - giving us a 

clear direction and common ESG values, thus being an integral part of our success. 

 

 

1 

“The purpose of a company is to engage all its 

stakeholders in shared and sustained value 

creation.” 

World Economic Forum Founder and 

Executive Chairman, 

Klaus Schwab (2020) 
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Background & Scope 
This Policy was “tailor made”, built from scratch and has an unbiased point of view. For the 

development of the policy a task force comprised by external members was set up and worked 

in close collaboration with Quantum’s senior management. This way different point of views and 

valuable insights could be collected. 

Starting with a deep analysis and going through a thoughtful concept building, this Policy has 

been implemented at Quantum Group in an integral manner. In particular, the concept has 

been developed and optimized in an iterative process complemented by internal and external 

interviews as well as a questionnaire distributed to each portfolio company. This way we have 

been able to establish clear and viable guidelines. 

The policy has been thoroughly checked, accepted and supported by the Quantum Group. 

Moreover, it was challenged by internal feedback loops with the senior management, to ensure 

broad acceptance. 

This policy is the foundation of our ESG commitment in the entire Quantum Group, comprised by 

Quantum Capital Partners (QCP) in Munich and all of the Quantum Managed Funds’ portfolio 

companies. Beyond that, we explicitly encourage all portfolio companies to further develop and 

implement ESG matters in their day-to-day business procedures just as we do in our Munich office. 

The policy will be implemented in existing portfolio companies as soon as possible and of course 

automatically will apply to all future investments. 

Being able to keep our promises, standards and therefore fulfill our responsibility there is an  

ESG Board @ Quantum to supervise this policy. Among others, this includes an ESG Manager and 

is expanded by a Whistleblowing System . 

Detailed information about the ESG Board and its responsibilities is covered in the section Our 

Investment | Our Commitment. 
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Defining Responsible Investing 
 

Responsibility has various dimensions. In our Investment Triangle, we mainly consider three 

stakeholder categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Definition of Responsible Investment 
According to the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), an investor initiative in partnership 

with the UNEP and UNGC, Responsible Investment (RI) is defined as: 

 

“A strategy and practice to incorporate environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors 

in investment decisions and active ownership. It complements traditional financial analysis 

and portfolio construction techniques”3. 

 

  
We fully agree with this definition and have already implemented such ESG factors in our 

investment decisions. For further information have a look at The Sustainable Investment Cycle @ 

QCP. However, for us the definition of responsible investment goes even further. 
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The Society - surrounding and lasting even longer than everything else. Therefore, we are doing our 

best to contribute our share via implementing the three ESG dimensions. Through that, we are aiming 

to provide a world worth living in for the upcoming generations. 

Quantum deeply cares 

about the trust our 

Investors put in us. 

Therefore, we select the 

best investments possible 

to ensure a well-balanced 

portfolio with a 

sustainable perspective. 

 

The largest pillar of 

Quantum Group are the 

Portfolio companies. 

That is why we are 

paying special attention 

to them, assisting and 

guiding them to a 

valuable perspective. 
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Big things have small beginnings – following our philosophy, we are convinced that Responsible 

Investment already starts with small matters. Whether adapting our recruiting process for new 

employees, or challenging future investors ESG values, the idea of Responsible Investment covers 

many areas for us. One of the key messages is: RI generates added value not just to the society 

and its environment, but also to our investors and portfolio companies. We believe that applying 

ESG factors in different areas has a positive impact for all our stakeholders and the entire 

Quantum Group. 

Our Chief Financial Officer (CFO), Christian Vonier summarizes Responsible Investment as: 

 

“Stay true to yourself. Only do an investment if you really believe in it. If you are convinced 

that with this investment you will enter a market which you can transform and enhance, 

ask yourself the question: ‘Are we the right people to enhance this market? Does this 

location have a promising future?’ Then conduct a thorough Due Diligence and affirm the 

question: Can you do this investment in accordance with your principles and philosophy?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Three Dimensions of ESG - Complemented by AML 
 

The following chapter particularly addresses our portfolio companies. Every ESG dimension will be 

introduced by a short definition followed by a section of concrete integration aspects 

complemented by conventions and frameworks that we follow. Where applicable we monitor 

our integration efforts by certain metrics and analyze the performance improvement. 
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E – Environmental  
DEFINITION 

Environmental aspects represent, among others, an efficient and responsible use of resources 

and an environmental-friendly waste disposal which includes recycling where applicable. We 

know that currently the globe is confronted by changes of utmost importance. For instance, the 

environment is under attack by soil pollution and global warming due to the increasing toxic gas 

emissions. At Quantum Group, we are implementing countermeasures to this development in 

various kind of ways. 

 

INTEGRATION  

Active engagement is more than to just comply with the law. Therefore, we are proud to be part 

of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure TCFD4 which provides information and 

guidance on the integration of climate change-related information. Moreover, we endorse 

conventions which are protecting a world worth living in: The Paris Agreement5 and the United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals6. Especially because of our portfolio companies in the 

heavy industry, Quantum Group is concerned about Responsible Production. We also care about 

Responsible Consumption of Energy and Resources overall, going hand-in-hand to achieve a 

safer, cleaner and more sustainable production. That is why with our efforts, we specifically 

endorse the UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)7 No. 12 – Responsible Consumption and 

Production. In addition, Quantum Group offers assistance for portfolio companies in order to train 

workers to pay attention on efficient and sustainable use of resources. Lately, Quantum Group 

has extended its digital infrastructure which enables us to omit unnecessary trips. Especially in the 

course of Covid-19 this investment pays off and shows that such investments are a win-win; for 

the companies’ efficiency and for the environment as well. We know that in order to achieve 

material impact, we need someone at the steering wheel. Therefore, we have implemented an 

ESG Manager to further develop and manage possible impacts for the Quantum Group 

supporting the environment. More information regarding the ESG Manager we will provide in the 

section Our Investment | Our Commitment. 

 

EXEMPLARY METRICS 
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Gas consumption 
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S – Social 
DEFINITION 

The people working directly for QCP or in our portfolio companies around the world are the “Heart 

& Soul” of our Group. It is thus our obligation and intrinsic motivation to ensure a safe, healthy and 

fair work environment and conditions for all employees. This effort starts with elementary basic 

rights such as Human Rights and the clear condemnation of child labour and so-called modern 

slavery. Furthermore, we seek to take care of health and safety protection at the workplace and 

to provide various education and training opportunities for employees. 

 

INTEGRATION 

In order to make our definition of social responsibility become reality, we cover the foundation of 

this ESG dimension by endorsing the UN Declaration of Human Rights8, especially strictly refusing 

practices like child labour or slavery. Building on this, health and safety protection at the 

workplace is an extraordinarily important matter to us, given the fact that our portfolio contains 

several companies in the manufacturing business and in the heavy industry. Besides compliance 

with local workplace safety regulations, we furthermore support portfolio companies in setting up 

own guidelines, providing additional safety and security to their employees. In the spirit of that, 

we explicitly support the ILO Declarations on Labour Standards9, giving an overall framework for 

providing a prosperous work environment. In the case of any work-related incident occurring at 

business sites of Quantum Group, we closely monitor the matter and react appropriately to further 

improve safety for our workforce. We further assist modernization and improvement initiatives at 

our manufacturing sites utilizing our experience to minimize job-related health issues. 

When it comes to hiring new employees, we support fair and neutral recruiting processes, seeking 

to eliminate any kind of discrimination, in order to ensure that current and future employees are 

treated equally despite their race, sex, gender, age or other characteristics. 

With its active engagement and experience, Quantum puts efforts not only into supporting 

economically healthy companies but is also using its renowned experience to bring currently 

underperforming companies back on track and on a success path. As a result, Quantum 

manages and has managed to save a material amount of jobs already since its very first days: 

Clarton Horn S.A.10 is the oldest example here, where a turnaround could be managed and 

hundreds of jobs were saved long-term, lasting up to today. Thereby, Quantum also supports the 

UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)11 No. 8 – Decent Work and Economic Growth. 

When possible, our portfolio companies also support social matter initiatives locally. A prime 

example for this is an opportunity that a Quantum Group company in Europe provides. Inmates 

from a local prison are offered work, side-by-side with our regular employees, in the nearby 

production site.  The work is compensated by normal market rates, which the portfolio company 

pays to the governmentally run prison administration. This way, Quantum Group contributes to 

and actively supports the detainees’ reintegration to society. Building on this exemplary initiative, 

we are looking forward to seeing many more to come! 

 

EXEMPLARY METRICS 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

   Attrition of work force Strike days Number of apprenticeships 

Absenteeism Health and safety incidents Seniority of staff Lost Workday Rate 
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G – Governance 
DEFINITION 

Corporate Governance is not an abstract process but represents in particular a vivid corporate 

culture within all companies of Quantum Group. This understanding is manifested through 

elementary matters such as anti-corruption and anti-bribery measures, and also in taking a stand 

for the elimination of religious or partisan influence in our business activities. Furthermore, in the 

spirit of the entrepreneurial beginning of Quantum Group, we have kept and still endorse the 

principle of flat hierarchies as it enables efficient decision making. Nevertheless, we seek to define 

clear responsibilities to ensure a well-functioning business. However, the overarching goal in this 

dimension of ESG is the establishment and support of a vivid, decisive and respectful, yet legally 

compliant corporate culture. 

 

INTEGRATION 

We strongly condemn corruption and bribery and therefore also endorse the UN Conventions 

against Corruption (UNCAC)12 as a material part of our Corporate Governance. In addition, we 

also strive to prevent conflicts of interest in business processes and relations by implementing strict 

contract award regulations ensuring sufficient transparency. Furthermore, we are a listed 

endorser of the US Investor Stewardship Group13 and thereby align our governance and 

stewardship efforts with our US ties and also bridge the gap to the mainly European business of 

Quantum Group. 

 

We seek to define specific positions and responsibilities within every portfolio company, for 

instance by organization charts. Therefore, providing a clear and transparent hierarchy in an 

unambiguous way to ensure smooth business processes and allowing for efficient decision 

making. In order to make such resources easily available, a proper knowledge management 

system must be established to document all standard business processes as well as hierarchies 

and responsibilities. Thereby, negative effects such as uncertainty, unclear processes and 

inefficiencies can be reduced significantly. As these processes need to be improved iteratively 

and continuously, it is essential to get the employees on board by establishing a proactive 

feedback culture within the portfolio companies. Managers and supervisors thus actively 

communicate to their employees that feedback is explicitly desired, valued and included in 

upcoming changes and developments. Thereby, a main goal of Quantum Group is achieved as 

Corporate Governance becomes reality and vivid in the form of corporate culture, aligning both 

managers and workforce to put in mutual efforts on corporate goals and development. Within 

portfolio companies, suggestions for improvements by employees need to be rewarded 

appropriately to incentivize the active participation in corporate development. 

 

Quantum runs a Whistleblowing System always open to our employees where they can inform 

about deficiencies anonymously. Furthermore, all portfolio companies are explicitly advised to 

proactively communicate this opportunity to all employees on a regular basis. The system itself is 

run by SHERWOOD Consulting GmbH, supported by external lawyers, that can be contacted via 

mail, via post box or via phone. The lawyer receives and checks every inquiry, takes necessary 

actions of legal or other kind and gives notice to the HQ in Munich. The latter will then take further 

necessary actions in collaboration with all involved stakeholders to achieve a solution in the best 

interest of all affected parties. 
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Name: SHERWOOD Consulting GmbH 

 

E-Mail: Steinhaus@tracc-legal.de 

Post Box:    

 

SHERWOOD Consulting GmbH  

Theresienhöhe 30 

80339 Munich 

Telephone: +49 89 954430285 

 

 

 

 

Finally, concerning any kind of business relation, necessary Due Diligence (DD) must be carried 

out by every portfolio company: Any future and current business partner must be vetted 

concerning their business relations and their general background. Furthermore, relevant sanction 

lists and blacklists according to local applicable regulations must be screened to ensure the high 

quality of the business ecosystem of Quantum Group. In order to achieve this, necessarily Know 

Your Customer (KYC) documentation takes place. 

 

EXEMPLARY METRICS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Company suggestion 

system 

Number of complaints Specific ISO Certifications (e.g. 9001, 14001, 

45001) 
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AML – Anti-Money Laundering 
DEFINITION 

For years Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Counter Terror Financing (CTF) regulations increased 

due to the enhanced criminal activities mainly caused by digitalisation. Quantum Group is 

constantly evaluating this development concerning our business activities. We demand, a rigour 

Customer Due Diligence (CDD) process at our portfolio companies. Besides that, we have a 

precisely defined Know Your Customer (KYC) policy at QCP. This serves as an example for our 

portfolio companies as we expect them to implement KYC measures as well. Having the 

processes mentioned below in place, we ensure that there is full transparency and an 

environment of trustworthiness established – internally at our portfolio companies but also 

externally regarding their business relations. 

INTEGRATION 

Regarding the CDD, the Quantum Group is screening every potential business partner through a 

check-up process. On European level we comply with the regulations stated in the Fifth European 

AML Directive14 and the associated sanctions list EU EEAS CFSP15 (Consolidated list of persons, 

groups and entities subject to EU financial sanctions). Furthermore, if a transaction involves US 

parties the screening is extended to the OFAC (Office of Foreign Assets Control) Sanctions Lists16 

such as the SDNL (Special Designated Nationals List). In addition, the portfolio companies are 

instructed by the HQ to undergo a careful KYC with every business partner to ensure that this 

business relation does not promote criminal activities of any kind. We have complemented our 

thoughts of CDD and KYC by adopting the UN Conventions against Corruption (UNCAC)17 which 

do address corruption and bribery issues. Considering AML as a serious concern, every entity has 

its own responsible person to handle AML matters. If there is no specifically appointed person, the 

CFO is the point of contact for AML matters. 

Our Managing Director Tilman Richter emphasizes the importance to the Group of this Policy: 

  

“Not only since the Panama Papers, Siemens bribery and Wirecard insolvency, we can see a 

growing interest from the public towards money laundering, bribery and tax evation. We 

need to protect our businesses from these criminal affairs. A coherent AML policy protects 

our reputaion and our businesses from negative efffects related to these matters.” 
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The Sustainable Investment Cycle @ QCP  
 

Private equity means in large that Quantum Capital Partners as the manager of Quantum Group 

and its entities, advises the Quantum Funds who buy privately held companies, while adhering to 

the Groups investment policies. Our relationship with the portfolio companies is outstanding as 

close partnerships are formed through cooperation and ongoing monitoring. Our ownership 

approach is hands-on ownership, in particular by also integrating ESG matters in the investment 

cycle, from the very first glimpse of an investment opportunity to the exit of a portfolio company. 

This includes a variety of processes such as selection of prospective investments, Due Diligence, 

as well as general assistance and engagement. A systematic and informed approach to identify 

and manage ESG issues across the portfolio protects, and can significantly enhance, investment 

value. In the following chapter, we will address the three main sections of QCP’s investment cycle 

in detail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-Investment Phase 
In the beginning of this stage all reports concerning KYC and DD are conducted. This includes an 

identification and analysis of significant ESG issues. In addition, this information contains the 

evaluation of how the current management is dealing with these matters. To solve potential 

critical issues, we check for any red flags among potential investments. 

 

4 
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RED FLAGS 

In general, we refrain from investments in companies whose primary activities are arms 

weapons trading or production; manufacture or sale of tobacco; or pornography or otherwise 

directly related to sexual activities.  

Regarding environmental aspects, examples for a red flag are: Disobeying the environmental 

law of the respective country, residues of asbestos and soil contamination by heavy metals. 

Social red flags are: Disobeying the employment law of the respective country high level rates in 

work-related accidents or sick leave and, coherent with this, a low level of work safety such as 

no protective measures for workers. A governance red flag is, for instance, corruption or bribery 

incidents in the past as well as non-transparent processes or structures regarding taxes, political 

relations, or management in general. 

For the Quantum Group a red flag does not mean that an investment is called off. In a first step 

it is evaluated if the issue can be solved and, if this is the case, it is further checked whether this 

solution is acceptable to Quantum Group. In case we cannot see an adequate solution for a red 

flag, the investment is consequently categorized as a red flag investment and is abandoned. 

 

Hence, we seek to exclude companies which have ties to blacklisted individuals or institutions, do 

not meet our environmental and social standards, or violate any other exclusion criterion. 

Quantum Group is especially cautious in countries where e.g. governance is known to be weak 

or corruption is prevalent. The issues mentioned in the paragraph above are not just governance-

related, immense effort is also put in analyzing environmental aspects. Therefore, companies that 

operate or have plans to operate in industries which are likely to impact the environment are 

checked in more depth. Soil contamination for instance is a critical financial aspect regarding a 

potential investment. Therefore, QCP appoints external advisors to perform a detailed 

environmental Due Diligence. ESG issues are being considered when making the final investment 

recommendation at the HQ in Munich. 
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Ownership Period  
Once QCP has recommended a specific investment, the Ownership Period begins. During this 

stage we monitor and support our investment by Active Ownership. Embracing the 

responsibilities, we take on, we full-heartedly welcome the ability this gives us to really influence 

the implementation and development of ESG measures at our portfolio companies. 

Our goal is to improve and develop ESG at every company in which we invest. As integral part 

of a specifically tailored 100 Days Plan, we follow the approach to keep our ESG goals SMART 

(specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound). Therefore, we prevent an 

information overload and create individual and realistic goals. This way we ensure that each 

portfolio company makes progress in their ESG efforts and is aware of their responsibility towards 

the environment, society and their own employees. 

Furthermore, every portfolio company offers appropriate education regarding ESG topics to their 

employees. This way we guarantee that ESG sensibilization is not only a high-level management 

matter but is lived and communicated through all the different departments. 

QCP also conducts an ESG assessment on a regular basis. Thereby QCP takes a close look on the 

ESG efforts of the previous months of every portfolio company and analyses them. The ESG 

Manager at QCP then discusses the results with the respective person in charge of ESG matters in 

every portfolio company. As may be required, consequential measures and improvement 

opportunities as well as the goals and recommended actions for the next period are 

communicated to the portfolio company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exit Phase   
Our engagement and every measure undertaken in the previous phases culminates in the exit 

phase, creating a win-win situation both for QCP and for the portfolio company. Implementing 

and upholding ESG guidelines will, besides outlining the process made, smoothen the exit phase. 

Implemented and well-lived ESG standards will increase the sustainability of the portfolio 

company. We are convinced that portfolio companies working in an ESG compliant and 

sustainable way are likely to score higher exit prices. 
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Once a portfolio company has departed our Group, we thoroughly collect and discuss best 

practices and lessons learned during the engagement in each of our portfolio companies. 

Thereby, we close the loop of our sustainable investment cycle and ensure even better ESG 

expertise that we can bring into action with future investments. 

 

 

Our Investment | Our Commitment 
 

Active Monitoring & Support 
The best ESG Policy is of no use without its counterpart – a supervising authority.  

Consequently, we have an ESG Board @ Quantum which consists of the ESG Manager, the CFO 

and the Managing Directors at QCP. This board, securing the ESG compliance, finance and 

investment dimensions, allows us to look at ESG topics from different perspectives to ensure that 

our ESG criteria are not just met, but that these are realistic and realizable. Further, the 

composition of our ESG Board confirms that ESG @ Quantum is treated with utmost importance 

at senior-management level. 

Following our Active Ownership approach, the ESG Board has the competence to take 

immediate actions. It is thereby acting as a supervisory authority which controls the different ESG 

measures of every portfolio company and of Quantum Group in general. The ESG Manager has 

the overall responsibility for the policy and is furthermore supported and monitored by the ESG 

Board in his activities. 

Besides setting ESG expectations for portfolio companies and monitoring their progress, the ESG 

Manager is also supporting its active implementation. Whatever question arises, the ESG Manager 

is responsible to support the portfolio companies in achieving their ESG goals. To achieve 

objectivity and neutral support, we have established a whistleblowing system which is described 

in section The Three Dimensions of ESG - Complemented by AML. 

Furthermore, the ESG Manager @ QCP provides the respective person in charge of ESG matters 

in every portfolio company with the required ESG documents and internal best practices – 

thereby not only supporting the local ESG progress, but making sure awareness and personal 

development of every employee concerning ESG aspects is achieved. 

 

 

Name: Florian Kollmeier  

 

Post Box:    

 

Quantum Capital Partners GmbH  

Ludwigstr. 10 / 4. OG 

80539 Munich 

Germany 

 

E-Mail: esg@quantum.capital  

 

Telephone: +49 89 45213290 
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Keep it up! 
This policy is updated on a regular basis by the ESG Manager and reviewed thoroughly by the  

ESG Board @ Quantum. The revision of this policy aims to confirm that the policy is still aligned with 

changes in the Group such as our investment strategy, increasing investor demands and potential 

growth. Any changes in these aspects can therefore be reflected by constantly updating the 

policy. If any improvement and development regarding this Policy takes place, we proactively 

communicate the news to our stakeholders, especially to our portfolio companies and investors. 

The entire ESG Policy is available for all employees within the Quantum Group via our website. 

Updating and reviewing is crucial to have a successful ESG Policy in place. That is why we Keep 

it up! and are always looking ahead for What's on the horizon? . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What's on the horizon?  
 

We actively and full-heartedly share the above value creation definition provided by Klaus 

Schwab. We are convinced that developing and introducing an ESG Policy is the first step to 

“engage all [..] [our] stakeholders in shared and sustained value creation”. 18 

We are aware that there can be a trade-off in our Investment Triangle. However, we believe that 

a well-implemented ESG Policy has an overall advantage. 

6 

“The purpose of a company is to engage all its 

stakeholders in shared and sustained value 

creation.” 

World Economic Forum Founder and 

Executive Chairman, 

Klaus Schwab (2020) 
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With this ESG Policy we are bringing our vision to reality – our vision, that Private Equity (PE) 

companies should use their power, to make their contribution to our society. That is why among 

others, we implemented ESG Procedures Criteria in our Investment Process to reach our goals in 

responsible investing. Renowned experts such as George Serafeim (Charles M. Williams Professor 

of Business Administration and Chair of the Impact-Weighted Accounts Project at Harvard 

Business School) underlines the importance of investors when dealing with environmental and 

social change: 

By keeping our policy continuously updated we ensure that it is flexible enough to adapt and 

thus react to current circumstances and changes. No matter if looking at the sustainable or 

financial dimension – Incorporating ESG measures and sensitizing our employees is a win-win 

situation for everyone involved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“"The environmental and social challenges we 

face require immediate action. […] Important 

levers will be […] investors incorporating impact-

weighted measures in their decisions […]." 

Professor of Business Administration and 

Chair of the Impact-Weighted Accounts 

Project at Harvard Business School, 

George Serafeim (2020) 
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Contact us: 

        https://www.quantum-capital-partners.com/  

         info@quantum.capital  

         Tel.: +49 (0)89 45 213 29 0 

Ludwigstr. 10 / Ludwigpalais 
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Alter Wall 32 

20457 Hamburg 

Germany 

You can find us: 

C/ Marceliano Santa María 7 - 5D 

28036 Madrid 

Spain 
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Glossary 
 

AML Anti-Money Laundering 

CDD Customer Due Diligence 

CFO Chief Financial Officer 

CTF Counter Terrorist Financing 

DD Due Diligence 

ESG Environmental, Social and Governance Dimensions 

EU EEAS CFSP European Union - European External Action Service - Common Foreign and 

Security Policy 

FINCEN Financial Crimes Enforcement Network 

GDPR European General Data Protection Regulation 

HQ Headquarters 

ILO International Labour Organization 

ISG Investor Stewardship Group 

KYC Know Your Customer (documentation) 

MODERN SLAVERY Severe exploitation of other people for personal or commercial gain 

OFAC Office of Foreign Assets Control 

PARIS AGREEMENT 2011 Paris Agreement on Climate Change 

PE Private Equity - Investment funds that buy and restructure companies that are 

not publicly traded 

PORTFOLIO COMPANY Company a Quantum Fund is invested in 

QCP Quantum Capital Partners GmbH 

QUANTUM GROUP QCP and all Portfolio Companies 

RI Responsible Investment 

RIO DECLARATION 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development 

SDNL Special Designated Nationals List 

TCFD Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure 

UN SDG United Nations Sustainable Development Goal(s) 

UNCAC United Nations Conventions against Corruption 

UNEP United Nations Environment Programme 

UNGC United Nations Global Compact 

UNPRI United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment 
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